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' DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the 
United States Government. Neither the United States Government nor any agency 
thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any warranty, express or implied, or 
assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or use- 
fulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any spe- 
cific commercial product, process, or service by trade name, trademark, manufac- 
turer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, recom- 
mendhtion. or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. 
The views and opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or 
reflect those of the United States Government or any agency thereof. 



HYDRODYNAMICAL ANALYSIS OF SYMMETRIC 
NUCLEUS-NUCLEUS COLLISIONS AT SPS ENERGIES 

B.R. SCHLEI, D. STROTTMAN 
Theoretical Division, Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM 87545 

We present a theoretical study of ultrarelativistic heavy-ion data obtained at the 
CERN/SPS by the NA49 Collaboration using 3+1-dimensional relativistic hy- 

nics. We? 2nd exce! i$ spectra of negz ' 
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preiminary remits) 
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l i s  thz t  for Fb -+ 
a quark-gluon-plasma of initial volume 174 fm3 with a lifetime 3.4 f m / c  was 
formed. 

1 Introduction 

It is very appropriate to discuss relativistic heavy ions in a meeting honouring 
Walter Greiner. It is a field which he helped found, in which he has provided 
many of the seminal ideas, in particular the use of fluid dynamics and the 
equation of state of nuclear mattell, and which he has continued to strongly 
influenc~?~>~. 

A prediction of the theory of quantum chromodynamics is that at suffi- 
ciently high energy and/or baryon density, the quarks inside hadrons are de- 
confined and a quark-gluon plasma is created, albeit for only a very brief time. 
In the past several years there have been vigorous experimental programs in 
high energy heavy ion physics pursued at CERN and at the Brookhaven AGS. 
Ever higher energies and/or masses have been used to increase the lifetime of 
the hot matter by increasing the initial energy density, the size of the system, 
or both. The probability of preparing a strongly interacting system that shows 
thermodynamical behavior and therefore is treatable by well known thermo- 
dynamical or fluid dynamical methods increases with the size of the system. 

2 Modeling the reaction using relativistic heavy ions 

Fluid dynamics provides an intuitively simple description of healy ion col- 
lisions: two nuclei smash into each other, are rapidly thermalised and com- 
pressed; the resulting fireball then expands and breaks up into bits of hadronic 
matter that ultimately reach the detectors. Because some of the underlying 
principle assumptions of fluid dynamics, e.g., that of a zero mean free path 
and instant thermalisation, it has been long assumed that this model would 
not be valid at relativistic bombarding energies. The experimental observation 
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at the AGS and CERN of complete or nearly complete stopping of matter has 
altered this perception. Many researchers over the past few years have success- 
fully simulated heavy ion collisions using fluid dynamics and it continues to 
provide accurate estimates of experimental observables from relativistic heavy 
ion collisions. 

A theory of relativistic fluid dynamics is not guaranteed to exist: it requires 
that a system of N particles (with N ~ 1 0 0 0  or more) with 6N degrees of free- 
dom be accurately represented by a system of 6 equations. Arguments to justify 

e: e,g., S~gol>&j+. !)ET, 

i ren apljiiiabiiity i:i tile re1 regifiie is u11clear. i lie qjpreiit vaiidity 
of fluid dynamics in describing hadronic reactions may be that five of the six 
Euler equations are kinematic constraints: conservation of mass and energy- 
momentum. The observables currently examined may simply be dominated 
by such constraints, although BoseEinstein correlations may be a much more 
severe test. There are severe difficulties in relativistic fluid dynamics when 
one attempts to include dissipatior?ylO. There are ambiguities in the choice 
of the r e ~ t - f r a m e ” > ~ ~ > ~ ~ .  All first-order theoreies are known to have difficul- 
ties such as being singular or to admit acausal solutiond4. For a justification 
of hydrodynamics, the reader is referred to a recent text? or reviews of the 
sub j e ~ & ~  7. 

There are several assumptions in the hydrodynamical approach: (i) the 
initial conditions, (ii) the equation of state (EOS), (iii) the magnitude of the 
viscosity and heat conduction, and (iv) models of the final stage of the reaction 
when hydrodynamics has ceased to be valid and one must worry about the 
emission processes, freeze-out, and evaporation. 

We have undertaken a comprehensive study of data taken at CERN by the 
NA35 and the NA49 c ~ l l a b o r a t i o n s ’ ~ ~ ~ ~ .  Results of Pb+Pb at 160 AGeV were 
obtained7>’’ using 3+1 dimensional relativistic fluid dynamics. There are sev- 
eral assumptions in the hydrodynamical approach: the initial conditions, the 
equation of state, and models of the final stage of the reaction when hydrody- 
namics has ceased to be valid, i.e., freeze-out. All the dynamics is contained 
in the equation, P = P ( p ,  T ,  n, ...), the equation of state. Initial conditions 
specified in terms of energy density and initial velocity profiles was chosen so 
as to reproduce the measured rapidity distribution of particles. An equation- 
of-state was assumed that contains a phase transition from the hadronic phase 
to a quark-gluon phase at a critical temperature Tc=200 MeV. Because of the 
need for a relativistic framework, a covariant freeze-out scenario developed by 
Cooper and Frydg was used. 

A reaction of two baryonic fluids leads to a deceleration of the projectile 
and target baryonic currents and thus to the spread of their width in m e  

- .  -. 
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mentum space. In our model we impose an initial rapidity field y(z) on the 
fluid. 

The kinetic energy of the two incoming baryonic fluids is converted into 
internal excitation (thermal energy) of a third fluid which is created in the 
central region. The relative fraction of the thermal energy inside the initial 
fireball volume fixes also the initial state of the formed fireball. 
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3 Discussion of Results 

The numerical simulation reproduced simultaneously mesonic and baryonic 
rapidity and transverse momentum ~ p e c t r a ' ~ > ' ~ .  The lifetime of the hot dense 
matter was calculated to be about 15 fm/c - the quark-gluon plasma persisted 
for 3.4 fm/c - and the collision time and baryon density increase is about 20- 
30% larger if a phase transition is present compared to the case in which there 
is no phase transition. The density achieved in the center of the hot fireball 
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is calculated to be as much as 20 times that of normal nuclear matter. Under 
such extreme conditions as occurs in central collisions, a quark-gluon plasma 
is formed which in our calculations is 174 fm3 which is an appreciable fraction 
of the total matter. 

In the first figure we exhibit the space-time geometries of the hadron 
sources, /it i.e., the time contour plots of the freeze-out hypersurface in the 
z-r plane. Each line represents the freeze-out hypersurface at a fixed time t .  
The numerical solution represented in the plot show an evolution of an ini- 

disk-shzped firrbd! v hich e m i s  hadroiis f x m  the very bcgirzing P;le 

freeze-out positions move towards the center of the fireball. In the late stage 
of the hydrodynamical expansion the hadron-emitting fireballs separate into 
two parts while cooling down until they cease to emit. 

Bose-Einstein correlation functions for pions have also been calculated. 
The preliminary NA49 data on interferometry are surprisingly well described. 
In the case of pion interferometry a large fraction - 40% to 50% - of the 
pions originate from resonances which strongly influences the calculated radii. 
Bose-Einstein correlations are a very complicated observable defined through 
quantum statistics. The more resonances taken into account, the narrower the 
correlation function becomes because the resonance halo increases the effective 
source size. As seen in the first figure, the hadron source (the real fireball) is 
represented through a very complex freeze-out hypersurface. The longitudinal 
and transverse extensions of the fireball change dynamically as a function of 
time, rather than show up as static effective radii. 

We have shown that data from heavy-ion experiments for single and dou- 
ble inclusive cross sections of mesons and baryons can be reproduced with a 
three-dimensional relativistic hydrodynamic description assuming an equation 
of state with a phase transition to a QGP. Our data analysis indicates aan en- 
hanced transverse flow in the case of Pb+ Pb collisions at CEFtNISPS energies. 
The results of this work constitute further evidence that heavy-ion collisions 
in the SPS region show fluid dynamical behaviour and can be described by as- 
suming an equation of state with a phase transition from a quark-gluon plasma 
to hadronic matter. 

- 
e a e a  tt t r a n s ~ e r v .  inivzrdiy mo~,-;~lg rprehctjon K X ~ .  t!2e 
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